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ENGAGE & GROW
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

OUR MISSION IS TO CREATE A 
GLOBALLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE 
THROUGH 
SUPPORT, HONESTY, RESPECT, 
COMMON SENSE & FUN 
SO PEOPLE 
LOVE WHAT THEY DO.

ENGAGE & GROW 

MASTER LICENSEE 
OPPORTUNITIES
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I’m Richard Maloney and I am the founder and 
creator of Engage & Grow. I am proud to say  
we are leading the way as one of Australia’s  
most noted employee engagement and leadership 
experts and are expanding around the world at  
a phenomenal pace.

I am passionate about helping people thrive, to 
come to work and really enjoy it, get more out 
of themselves personally and make the company 
exponentially better, because no matter what  
industry you are in people are the most important 
asset to any organisation. 

Having started out selling and implementing leader-
ship and culture programs for other companies in 
corporate, government and SME sectors, I quickly 
discovered that current day methods were not 
achieving the significant and lasting results that  
I was achieving working in the elite and amateur  
sports industry.

With my unique engagement and culture 
methodology, I had helped 40 sporting teams to 
grand finals and 32 going on to win premierships. 
So I took a step back, studied the motivations of the 
brain, and through trial and error over the course  
of 9 years, I blended the development systems I had 
implemented in sport to business. From here Engage 
& Grow Global was born, achieving instant and 
overwhelmingly successful results in SME, corporate 
and government businesses around the world. 

4 years ago, I went looking for other likeminded 
leaders to adopt my methodologies and help spread 
the overwhelming success of Engage & Grow  
to other businesses and individuals. We now  
have over 300 coaches, represented in over 80+ 
countries, achieving outstanding success and 
immediate results every time. 

If you too are passionate about making a difference 
and having a real impact on the world, then I can’t 
wait for you to join us and make this vision a reality.

IS TO CREATE A GLOBALLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE
OUR VISION
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GROW YOUR BUSINESS, CHANGE YOUR LIFE 

As you work through the levels of your certified 
license, your ability to make choices increase. 
In the early days you will have the choice of the 
companies you wish to work with, the locations  
and the hours that suit you. As your business grows, 
not only does your income grow giving you more 
lifestyle choices, but so does your ability to generate 
a passive income.  

 

HELP YOUR LICENSEES CREATE SUCCESSFUL, 
FUN, HIGH ENERGY WORKPLACES

There is something wonderful and fulfilling that 
comes with running a successful business that is 
achieving amazing results. The rewards will flow 
from your licensees, to the clients and back to you. 
The proven Engage & Grow system ensures your 
success and we will be there with you every step 
of the way. 

 
 

BECOME PART OF THIS  
UNIQUE GLOBAL TEAM. 
Everything is in place for  
you to tap in to, no need 
to re-invent the wheel.

    VAST UNTAPPED MARKET

  With employment engagement 
at crisis levels, there are 
a multitude of businesses 
needing support

   EXTREMELY REWARDING

  Have fun making a real 
difference in people’s lives

    SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

  Join a supportive global 
community

     UNLIMITED INCOME 
POSSIBILITIES

  No ceiling on what  
you can achieve

    LOW INVESTMENT

  No inventory, bricks  
and mortar required

    PROVEN AND STABLE

   Present in 80+ Countries  
with over 300 Coaches

     CUSTOM DESIGNED 
PROGRAMS

  All the material is prepared  
for you, all you need to do  
is follow the bouncing ball

     ONGOING MULTIPLE  
STREAMS OF INCOME

  Continuous growth in 
available opportunities

     BUILD LONG-TERM 
RELATIONSHIPS

    With clients, coaches, and  
the Engage & Grow family

THE OPPORTUNITY JOIN A GLOBAL MOVEMENT
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WHY AREN’T ENGAGEMENT LEVELS ACROSS 
THE WORLD INCREASING? 

THE WORLDWIDE EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT CRISIS
BY ANNAMARIE MANN AND JIM HARTNER

The world has an employee engagement crisis, with serious and potentially lasting 
repercussions for the global economy.

Though companies and leaders worldwide recognise the advantages of  
engaging employees and many have instituted surveys to measure engagement  
-- employee engagement has barely budged in well over a decade.

Gallup has been tracking employee engagement in the U.S. since 2000.  
Though there have been some slight ebbs and flows, less than one third of  
U.S. employees have been engaged in their jobs and workplaces during  
these 15 years. According to Gallup Daily tracking, 31% of employees in  
the U.S. are engaged meaning they are involved in, enthusiastic about and 
committed to their work and workplace. Worldwide, only 15%  
of employees working for an organisation are engaged.

With so many organisations focusing on engaging their employees, the question is:

PERCENT OF ENGAGED EMPLOYEES
U.S.

 31%
World

 15%
Australia

14%

THE PROBLEM...
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WE NOT ONLY HAVE THE ANSWER,
TOGETHER WE CREATE THE SOLUTION

When it comes to improving employee engagement, 
culture and leadership the answer is unlike any 
previous training models you may have tried. 

In 2016, Deloitte’s study revealed, “Company 
training is the least desirable way to learn”.

Our programs are not training, in fact, our 
programs are not:

✖   Workshops ✖   Personality Profiling
✖   Traditional Training ✖   Open LMS Training
✖   Classroom Teaching ✖   Information Gathering

INCREASED OF ENGAGED EMPLOYEES AFTER ENGAGE & GROW PROGRAM
SMEs

+ 257%
Corporate & Government

+ 361%

THE SOLUTION

*Measured on over 100 programs and recalculated every 6 months

“
I was very sceptical to start with, no 

paperwork, and it didn’t seem to have 
direction, but that’s the point... every 

company is different and its about how  
the boss and it’s about how the boss  

and the employees move the company 
forward on our path to success.

PRESONA, 
UK

“
This is not like any program that I have 
experienced before. It’s not a classroom 
session.10/10. 

OLX,  
JAKARTA

Our Group Activation System™ is an all action-
based system. Through our weekly 60-90 minute 
meetings over 12 weeks, we create a movement in 
the mind of employees that then create a movement 
in the business, by following our proven 6 steps.

Developed around neuroscience, NLP and the 
science of motivation, based on human neurological 
motivators, core needs and preferred way of 
learning, everything we do during the sessions 
has to impact one of more of these elements and 
this is how we have been able to shift employee 
engagement like never before.

Continuous Improvement

High Performance

Shared Vision

Meaningful Connections

Collective Accountability

Setting Benchmarks

GROW

ENGAGE
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6 STEPS TO EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
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“
This program dramatically improved 
our bottom line profitability by an 
impressive 47%. Game changer! 

TOBY EDMUNDS, CEO,  
LOAN MARKET FRANCHISEE

“
This Engagement and Culture program 
was huge for us! By engaging 25 team 

members, it allowed the company to 
achieve its best sales month in 7 years. 

BRAYDEN HAYNES, CEO 
FULL HOUSE GROUP

“
By far the best program I have been 
involved in as it’s not another ‘training’ 
session. It’s a great practical program 
that gave everyone a voice and enabled 
them to really build us up as a united 
team with a real family environment. 
It quickly created a more focussed and 
energised working environment. 

PENNY COLLICOAT, GENERAL MANAGER,
EDGE FINANCIAL 

WHAT THE BUSINESS 
OWNERS SAY...

“
This program is immensely effective 
for any group in any organisation...  
a real WIN-WIN program. 
STEVE GASKELL, UNITED KINGDOM

“
This is the program that the current market 

is asking for. You will be amazed how 
simple but powerful this is! 

PRIJONO NUGROHO, INDONESIA

“
I’ve made 4 times my investment 
in 3 months!  
STEVEN ROUGET, AUSTRALIA 

“
This program is everything I thought it 

would be when I first saw it – thank you 
Richard Maloney for bringing this to life. 

MIKE MCKAY, UNITED STATES

WHAT THE  
COACHES SAY...
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“
87% of employees are doing less than 

what’s expected or just the bare minimum, 
and we’re here to change that.

RICHARD MALONEY

“
We get so lost in trying to prove how 
smart we are and how right we are,  
but that’s not what we’re here for.  
We’re here to make a positive 
difference, we’re here to focus on  
high performance. 
DR. MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

Engage & Grow founder and CEO Richard 
Maloney has partnered with three leading 
engagement specialists in an interactive video 
course, sharing techniques and insights on 
the growing workplace crisis of employee 
disengagement.

Dr. Marshall Goldsmith, Richard Maloney, Mark 
C Thompson and Brad Sugars all have extensive 
experience in providing businesses with the means 
to generate growth, productivity and profit through 
empowering their employees. 

The ten chapters of this video course cover what 
employee disengagement is, how it’s affecting 
workplaces, and steps you can take to eliminate  
it and begin reaping the benefits of a fully 
engaged workforce.

This course is perfect for leaders, managers, 
HR professionals and proactive employees who 
want to make a difference in their workplace. By 
promoting this course to your own networks, you’re 
helping to spread awareness of Engage & Grow’s 
commitment to helping businesses, and our global 
coaching services, bringing more clients your way!

FEATURING

Brad 
Sugars

Dr Marshall
Goldsmith

Mark C
Thompson

Richard
Maloney

Two-time winner of the 
Thinkers 50 award for 
Most Influential leadership 
Thinker in the World.

New York Times bestselling 
author, an Innovation 
leadership columnist for 
Forbes.com, Inc.com and 
Fastcompany.com.

Number one small  
business coach in the 
world. Founder of  
Actioncoach.com

Business leader of the Year 
finalist in Australian Optus 
Business Awards, Telstra 
Victorian Micro Business of 
the Year Finalist.

NEW VIDEO COURSE & BOOK 

VIDEO BOOK

6  STEPS  TO BU I LD ING 

H IGHLY  ENGAGED EMPLOYEES '  6  STEPS  

TO BU I LD ING 

H IGHLY  
ENGAGED 

EMPLOYEES '

Access your online Employee Engagement course at 

WWW.ENGAGEANDGROW.AU/

VIDEO-COURSE/

Top-level executive coaches – Dr Marshall Goldsmith, Brad 

Sugars, Mark C Thompson and Rich Maloney – introduce the 

Engage & Grow movement that is underway. Learn how to activate 

the hearts and brains of your employees to be more motivated, and 

in most cases without them actually really knowing how it happened. 

The Engage & Grow ‘Group Activation System’ is already in 

80+ countries in just 3.5 years and has helped 20,000+ employees 

along the way. 

Without engagement, there’s no growth. Engage & Grow’s 

video-book series and hardcover book guide you through the 6-step 

blueprint to building an engaged workforce in only a matter of weeks 

and months.

Some ventures thrive, others 

fail. Smart and capable people 

are everywhere. But are they 

engaged and happy? 

This unique and powerful book 

demonstrates how to identify 

those who care and those who 

sabotage the change, how to 

deal with disengagement and 

support authentic leaders, and 

when you get to the top, how to 

manage continuous growth.  
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This program is an impactful 
workshop for 5–35 employees. 
It allows you and your team to 
‘dip your toe in the water’ and 
experience the impact of the 
Engage & Grow experience. 
The workshop activates participants 
to act and think innovatively about 
the business.

Our 12 Step Signature program is 
delivered in a one hour session per 
week, over 12 weeks. This program 
builds high levels of trust within 
the organisation and re-energises 
employees providing outstanding 
results every time, as evidenced by 
our employee engagement surveys. 

Engagement is a fitness and like 
any fitness it requires a mainte-
nance regime. This program is 
designed to sustain the success 
developed in the Red Belt program. 
You have finished the sprint, now 
it’s time to lock the changes in, for 
the future growth of your business 
and people. 

This Master program takes  
your business to the next level.  
You have an engaged, profitable and 
committed team, now what do you 
need to do to be Number 1 in your 
industry? We facilitate this long term 
and sustainable growth program so 
you can have the business of your 
dreams and not just a job!

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED 
WORKSHOP TRANSFORMS 
DISENGAGED EMPLOYEES  
INTO FULLY ENGAGED LEADERS

WHITE BELT
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT & CULTURE 
WORKSHOP – 5 HOUR DURATION

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED 
PROGRAM TRANSFORMS 
DISENGAGED EMPLOYEES  
INTO FULLY ENGAGED LEADERS

RED BELT
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT & CULTURE PROGRAM
12 WEEKS DURATION

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED 
PROGRAM TRANSFORMS 
DISENGAGED EMPLOYEES  
INTO FULLY ENGAGED LEADERS

BLUE BELT
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT & CULTURE PROGRAM
CUSTOMISED DURATION

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED 
PROGRAM TRANSFORMS 
DISENGAGED EMPLOYEES  
INTO FULLY ENGAGED LEADERS

BLACK BELT
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT & CULTURE PROGRAM
12 MONTHS DURATION

WHITE BELT WORKSHOP
5 HOURS DURATION

RED BELT PROGRAM
12 WEEKS DURATION

BLUE BELT PROGRAM
CUSTOMISED DURATION

BLACK BELT PROGRAM
12 MONTHS DURATION

We have developed different programs that are suited to help 
your businesses increase employee engagement and create a 
strong positive culture. All programs are individually designed 
by the Engage & Grow team, enabling you to facilitate the 
highest quality, tailor made programs. 

SIGNATURE PROGRAMS

CERTIFICATE 1 
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
FUNDAMENTALS

Acquire a general yet thorough 
understanding of Employee 
Engagement. Why is Employee 
Engagement important? What is 
Employee Engagement? What is the 
E&G model? Three pillars of High 
Performance Teams and much more... 

CERTIFICATE 2 
ENGAGEMENT  
CONCEPTS EXPLORATION

Learn about some of our proven 
engagement concepts to kick start  
your Employee Engagement initiative. 
Go deeper in lasting cultural changes. 
Discover the concepts that will increase 
the engagement in your business.

 

CERTIFICATE 3 
ENGAGEMENT 
ENACTMENT

Experience Role Plays on the most 
important engagement concepts.  
Reach practical applicable 
engagement solutions with  
practical first-hand experience.

3 LEVEL CERTIFICATE TRAINING PROGRAMS
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PERSONALISED 
1 ON 1 PROGRAM 
TO DEVELOP PROFOUND  
INFLUENCE AND LEADERSHIP SKILLS

LEADER OF LEADERS
LEADERSHIP & COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

WWW.ENGAGEANDGROWGLOBAL.COM

The Engagement & Leadership 
program for Women is designed to 
unite the workplace by developing 
women’s leadership skills. It is 
based on the Red Belt foundation 
program, providing traction and 
momentum in your business by 
empowering new thinking and 
create more buy-in.  

The Championship Sports Program 
is an action based program 
transforming club culture and taking 
success to a new level. It can be 
designed for management or the 
team themselves, either way you 
will be reaching new heights and 
kicking goals in no time. 

This powerful and unique company 
wide program directly impacts between 
25–125 employees all at once over 
a 10 week period and indirectly 
hundreds more. It will instantly create 
higher levels of engagement, more 
leaders, friendships and dissolve silo 
mentality plus much, much more. 
It’s all action and managed online.

This program is designed to 
captivate and entertain your key 
sales people, whilst strategically 
developing new habits and 
behaviours. Designed to take 
the day-to-day pressures off the 
business leaders. 

Our education industry program 
works with your leaders, staff 
members and students. It is  
based on the Red Belt signature 
program, providing traction  
and momentum in your school  
by empowering new thinking  
and create more buy-in. 

This leadership & communication 
program is a Personal Action 
based Program aimed to increase 
the leader’s ability to connect and 
build relationships within their team. 
Creating a greater level of respect 
and influence, higher employee 
commitment, improved culture and 
increased productivity.

  

A PROVEN PROGRAM THAT UNITES 
THE WORKPLACE BY DEVELOPING 
WOMENS LEADERSHIP SKILLS

ENGAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP PROGRAM FOR WOMEN
6 OR 12 WEEKS DURATION

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED 
PROGRAM TRANSFORMS 
DISENGAGED EMPLOYEES  
INTO FULLY ENGAGED LEADERS

CREATE | CONNECT | REWARD
COMPANY WIDE EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM
10 WEEKS DURATION

SALES TEAM

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED PROGRAM 
DESIGNED TO QUICKLY INCREASE 
PROFIT, PRODUCTIVITY & LEADERSHIP

 
LEADERSHIP & CULTURE PROGRAM
12 WEEK CHALLENGE

SIMPLE ACTION-BASED PROGRAM 
TRANSFORMS DISENGAGED 
PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS & PUPILS  
INTO FULLY ENGAGED LEADERS

PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS & PUPILS
ENGAGEMENT & CULTURE PROGRAM
12 WEEKS DURATION

SPORTS TEAM & ORGANISATION  
CHAMPIONSHIP PROGRAM
CUSTOMISED APPROACH

ACTION BASED PROGRAM 
TRANSFORMING CLUB CULTURE AND 
TAKING SUCCESS TO A NEW LEVEL

C H A M P I O N S H
I P

S

WOMEN’S PROGRAM
3, 6, OR 12 MONTHS DURATION

SPORTS TEAM & ORGANISATION
CUSTOMISED DURATION

CREATE | CONNECT | REWARD
10 WEEKS DURATION

SALES TEAM PROGRAM
12 WEEKS DURATION

PRINCIPALS, TEACHERS & PUPILS PROGRAM
12 WEEKS DURATION

LEADERS OF LEADERS
CUSTOMISED DURATION

GROUP PROGRAM TO DEVELOP 
PROFOUND ENGAGEMENT 
AND INFLUENCE SKILLS

MULTIPLE BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM
LEADERSHIP, CULTURE & COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

WWW.ENGAGEANDGROWGLOBAL.COM

 
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT & CULTURE PROGRAM
12 WEEKS DURATION

EMPOWERING MILLENNIALS 
TO CREATE A DYNAMIC WORKPLACE  
WITH INSPIRED LEADERS

MILLENNIAL

WWW.ENGAGEANDGROWGLOBAL.COM

This customised program is run with 
a range of leaders from multiple 
business. Each element is designed 
to help you fine-tune the art of 
becoming a highly regarded leader 
and dramatically improve your 
teams engagement levels in a fun, 
vibrant environment.

Our program is guaranteed to 
transform your business culture by 
engaging the millennials in your 
company. It unlocks their creativity 
and embraces their drive and 
enthusiasm. 

MULTI-BUSINESS
CUSTOMISED DURATION

MILLENNIAL
12 WEEKS DURATION

SPECIALIST PROGRAMS

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS FOLLOW THE BOUNCING BALL.
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GLOBAL COACH COMMUNITY

  80+ 
COUNTRIES

  300+           
  COACHES

DEDICATED PEOPLE TO SUPPORT YOU

As an Engage & Grow Master Licensee you  
have access to unlimited support, enabling you  
to tap into others experiences, increase skills  
and connect with other Master Licensees from 
around the world. 

DURING YOUR JOURNEY YOU CAN ALWAYS 
COUNT ON THESE PEOPLE TO BRING THE 
BEST AND LATEST TO YOUR FINGERTIPS:

   Dedicated coach and training manager

   Global community

   Marketing team

   Graphic designers

   Technical support

   Dedicated survey manager

   Training team

A DEDICATED TEAM AND THE RESOURCES 
TO SUPPORT YOUR TEAM OF COACHES

WHEN YOU BECOME AN 
ENGAGE & GROW MASTER 
LICENSEE, EVERYTHING IS 
IN PLACE FOR YOU TAP INTO. 
NO NEED TO REINVENT  
THE WHEEL AND DESIGN, 
AND PACKAGE, A PRODUCT 
FROM SCRATCH.

EMPLOYEE  
ENGAGEMENT IS THE 

#1 
NECESSITY FOR ALL  
BUSINESS LEADERS TODAY 

WHAT YOU GET

   TRUSTED GLOBAL BRAND

   WORLD-CLASS TRAINING

   EXTENSIVE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

   PROVEN STRATEGIES &  
VALUABLE BEST PRACTICES

   HIGHEST QUALITY RESOURCES

    Professional brochures

    Templates

    Case studies

    Testimonials

    State of the art coach dashboard

    Constantly updated website and  
social media channels
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OPTION 1

INDIVIDUAL LICENSED 
COACH
   Access to our full IP via your personalised  
online dashboard, with access to the  
latest resources

   Comprehensive training and support

   Ability to earn both an active and passive 
income

OPTION 2

BUSINESS FIRM LICENSE
   Introduce & manage your own team of coaches

   Access to our full IP via the online dashboard 
with ongoing support 

   Comprehensive 3 day training

OPTION 3

CORPORATE LICENSE
   Upskill multiple HR/L&D employees to become 
Engage & Grow facilitators within the company

   Access to our full IP with online dashboard and 
ongoing support

   Get the leading edge in your industry

AS A MASTER LICENSEE 
YOU HAVE MULTIPLE 
OPTIONS TO OFFER 
POTENTIAL COACHES

THE OPTIONS

“
After almost 18 years of helping business 

owners from many countries, I have no doubt, 
employee engagement is one of the most 

important challenges they deal with.  
The Engage & Grow system is the best way,  
I know, to significantly and quickly improve  

the employee’s performance. As a Master 
Licensee it is wonderful to help so many 

professionals have the chance to contribute  
to change the world.

ALEJANDRO DE GYVES

“
When I saw Engage & Grow for the first  
time I immediately recognized that this was 
a new and fresh approach. Results and fun 
finally come together in these super practical 
yet proven team activation programs. When 
the heart is involved teams can really flourish. 
Engage & Grow offers a proven concept 
to both Independent coaches and company 
leaders to bring back the heart in all kinds  
of organisations.
ARNOUT DRUYVESTEYN

“
Team engagement and productivity are  

the main issues faced by businesses now  
and Engage & Grow allows licensees to 

provide a much needed solution for the market.  
With licenses available for existing coaches/
trainers/consultants as well as for corporate 

executives, it provides opportunities to help the 
market in multiple ways. The support systems 
and community that we have are conducive  

to helping licensees get sustainable results and 
I’m loving my decision to be involved  

with Engage & Grow!! 
MARVIN SUWARSO

WHAT THE MASTER 
LICENSEES ARE SAYING
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Engage & Grow Global 
Level 1, 272 Bay Street 
Brighton, 3186, Victoria 
AUSTRALIA

Engage & Grow America 
5781 S. Fort Apache Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada, 
UNITED STATES

EMAIL opportunity@engageandgrowglobal.com 
to schedule a convenient time for a conversation

GLOBAL
HEAD OFFICE

MELBOURNE, 
AUSTRALIA

TURKEY 
OFFICE

ISTANBUL,
TURKEY

US 
OFFICE

LAS VEGAS, 
NEVADA

UK
OFFICE

LONDON, 
ENGLAND

STH AMERICA
OFFICE

MEXICO

ASIA 
OFFICE

JAKARTA, 
INDONESIA

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING 
A MASTER LICENSEE, AND JOINING OUR 
GLOBAL COMMUNITY – CONTACT US NOW!

Let’s talk and find out...

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES 
TO BE A MASTER LICENSEE?

IŞIK ŞERİFSOY
CEO

opportunity@engageandgrowglobal.com

www.engageandgrowglobal.com


